


Kastaplast Bingo Blast

Who can organize it?
Some previous experience of disc golf tournaments may be necessary, either as a player or 
organizer. The format requires an introduction before the round as well as a prize ceremony 
afterwards. You may want to consider organizing the event together with a friend, it will be 
easier to stay on top of things. And it’s usually more fun too!

Course requirements
The event is played on 18 holes and uses the course’s par. Par 2-holes are not allowed. These 
should be changed to par 3 (don’t forget to inform players about this during the introduction). 
The organizer may choose to shorten some holes to make them better suitable for midrange 
drives and birdie hunting. Ideally, all baskets should be within reasonable distance for a birdie 
for experienced players. At the event, try to have groups of four if possible. Groups should 
start on different holes. 

Player package
For this 2-disc event we have selected two of our most popular discs: K1 Kaxe Z and K3 Reko. 
Both designed to handle a big variety of situations that you may face during a round. Players 
will also get a Mini Berg, a bingo board and a kasta-pen.

The bingo boards
The boards come in 24 variants, divided into three levels of difficulty. Within each group of 
four players, try to avoid handing out identical boards (same board number). For info on how 
to use the boards, see ‘How to play Kastaplast Bingo Blast’ below. Even though the players 
may choose levels freely, you will need to do some guidance. We have put together some 
guidelines for the levels, also found below.

Klosest to pin (KTP)
Two of the 18 holes should be selected by the organizer as “Klosest to Pin”-holes. Pick holes 
that have suitable fairways, allowing players to move and stick the Klosest to Pin-sign into the 
ground, as the leader changes.

Winners and prizes
After the round, collect the two KTP-signs and all bingo boards (but give them back as souve-
nirs afterwards). Follow these steps when announcing the winners:

1: Winner of First Bingo (wins a “Winner of Kastaplast Bingo Blast” disc).
2: Winner of Total bingos (wins a “Winner of Kastaplast Bingo Blast” disc).
3: Winner of Boxes cleared (wins a “Winner of Kastaplast Bingo Blast” disc).
4: Winners of Klosest to Pin (both win a “Klosest to Pin” disc).
5: Raffle. Draw 2 bingo boards that have one or more bingos (each wins a Kastaplast disc).
6: If additional prizes, feel free to hand out honorary mentions, or make further raffles (the 
number of prizes will depend on the size of your order, see ‘Price and order’).

A single/unique winner should be announced for each of the three score boxes (First bingo, 



Total bingos and Boxes cleared). If tied, the organizer picks a winner according to who has the 
best scores in the other boxes. For the raffle, draw a winner among the rest of the boards that 
have one or more bingos.

Before and after the event
We suggest that you check the interest for the event before ordering so you will have a better 
picture of how many players will come. Return shipping of unused player packages will be paid 
by the organizer. Since the bingo boards come in 3 levels of difficulty, please give us a hint of 
the skills of the expected players (for instance… an even mix, mostly amateurs, mostly pros, 
many kids). Some extra bingo boards will be in the organizer package.

When posting about the event on social media, before and after the event, use the tags #kast-
aplast and #kastaplastbingoblast. And remember that a photo of the winners normally is very 
appreciated by the winners.  

Price and order
Our price per player package is USD 19 (value USD 38) and the entry fee you should use is 
USD 25. Minimum order is for 20 player packages. Everything else in the organizer package is 
included in the price. Free shipping!! 

We would need your order for the organizer package at least 3 weeks before the event.

The full organizer package
1 Kastaplast Bingo Blast banner including 10 meter of rope
2 event flyer/poster
Bingo boards
3 “Winner of Kastaplast Bingo Blast” prize discs 
2 “Klosest to Pin” prize discs
2 “Klosest to Pin” signs 
5 patches
2 stock stamped Kastaplast discs for the raffle
2 hats/shirts for the raffle
Another 4 discs and 1 shirt/hat will be added for every full 10 players over minimum 20, to be 
used as raffle discs or honorary mentions of your choice.
20-72 Player packages with K3 Reko and K1 Kaxe Z with Bingo Blast-stamp, mini-Berg and a pen.

For orders or questions:
order@kastaplast.se



How to play Kastaplast Bingo Blast

The following info should be passed on to the players during the introduction...

Discs
The only discs allowed on Kastaplast Bingo Blast are the two discs from the player package.

The bingo board
For each hole on the course there is a number on the bingo board. Below each number you 
will find what you need to score, at worst, on that hole to clear that box. Circle it. 

If you manage to clear five holes in a row; horizontally, vertically or diagonally… you have a 
bingo. Feel free to shout “BINGO!”. In the ‘First bingo’-box you should write how many holes 
you had played to get the bingo. The round then continues as usual, and you may get further 
bingos.

After the round you should also put down the total number of bingos and the number of box-
es cleared, before handing it in to the TD (you will get it back afterwards).

All boards have six Golden Holes, where the hole number is featured twice but with different 
score requirements. If scoring the lower of the two, you will clear both boxes. If scoring the 
higher, clear that box only.

The center box is a free space, counted as a pre-circled box that can be included in bingo 
rows. This box should also be counted when you summarize your round in ‘Boxes cleared’.

Scoring an ACE means you get bingos on all rows of five, that are in line with the current box 
horizontally, vertically and diagonally. Depending on the placement of the box on the board, 
and whether it’s a Golden Hole or not, an ace will give 2-6 bingos.

Three levels of difficulty
The boards come in three levels of difficulty. You may pick the level of your own choice. How-
ever, it will be most fun if you find the board challenging.

Klosest to Pin (KTP)
Hole __ and __ are closest to pin holes. If your disc manages to stay closer to the basket than 
the current KTP-leader, move the sign to mark your spot and write your name on the backside of 
the sign. Only your first throw from tee is valid for KTP. The hole is then played as any other hole.

Winners
Winners will be announced according to the results in your score boxes and the Klosest to Pin-
signs. There will also be a raffle for further prizes. 
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The Red board

With only pars and birdies, the red board will 
be the most challenging.

Don’t be afraid to choose the red board if you 
have the skills of making pars and birdies. If 
you manage to score a birdie on just the right 
hole, you can get bingo with the rest of the row 
being pars.

Three levels of difficulty
Guidelines to help you pick the right level

The Blue board 

Suitable for beginners and kids. The blue board 
will be your super power that will help you 
challenging the pros!

On the blue board you can get bingo with a mix 
of bogeys and double bogeys.

The Green board 

If you have the capacity to score pars and per-
haps a birdie or two throughout a round, but 
usually end up getting a fair amount of bogeys, 
the green board may be for you.

With the green board you can get bingo if you 
get the right mix of pars and bogeys.


